
Minutes of the Texas Speleological Association 

Spring Members Meeting, March 29, 2018 

Hill Country State Natural Area 

Officers Present: Rob Bisset (Chair), Amy Morton (Vice Chair), Rachel Reddig (Treasurer), Liz Herren 
(Secretary) 

Attendees present from Sign In: 

Liz Herren, Ginger Reddig, Rob Bisset, Amy Morton, Jim Kennedy, MD Turner, Jay Jordan, Marvin Miller, 
Ken Demarest, Aubri Jenson, Rebeca Pokluda, Jeff Nichols 

Meeting Opened by Rob Bisset at 9:12 am 

We had our Winter Business Meeting on January 7, 2018 at Cave Without A Name. Rob calls to approve 
minutes. Jim Kennedy approves. We do not have the new website up to post them to until Webmaster 
Will Quast gets back. 

Officer Reports: 

Chair(Bisset): Start with the status of the TSA -We do a couple of things well, convention, projects and 
do our best to put out a timely publication. As an association we find ways to bring cavers together to 
meet goals and have fun. We are doing well as an association. We will continue to work on updating our 
website but may have to wait on Will. 

Vice Chair (Morton): 130 people have shown up at Spring Convention. 90 pre-registered. First time ever 
everyone registered before dinner. Rob adds that contract maximum for amount of people allowed at 
convention is 110 and we may incur a small fee for having over the contract max. 

Secretary (Herren): Rob and Rachel are officially both on bank account as of February 7, 2018. We had 
an unofficial TSA officers meeting on that day at Jim Kennedy’s house. Discussed convention, giving $200 
to each park project, trying to get more people to write articles to the Texas Caver and funding a caver 
to NCRC. 

Treasurer (Reddig): Does not have official balance. Spending $50 in prizes for convention, wrote a $200 
check to Dave at Cave Sims for Cave Day.  

Committee Reports: 

Publications (Bisset): Asking for trip reports and articles for publication in the Texas Caver. Jim and Amy 
offer to write a story for NCRC and Jim suggest we send last Texas Caver to NSS Salon 

Membership (H. Nichols): Nothing at this time 

Conservation (J. Nichols): Obviously there has been a lot of chatter about bats and TPWD changed the 
MOA for the Colorado Bend Project.  Bat conservation will be a concern. Jeff met with resource 
management guy for the region and they do not have an official action plan at this point. Missy and her 
team are taking samples around the state to test for white nose but only TPWD can officially say white 
nose is in a cave. Our responsibility as cavers is to decon our gear, segregate our gear and decon our 
cars. We will be proactive and put decon instructions on our website from the Fish and Wildlife 



protocols and some of our own techniques that we have learned out in the field. Jeff proposes that we 
add a decon check to our sign in at projects and also send the protocols before they even get to the 
park. We will give the sign in to the superintendent of the park to show we are being proactive.  

Safety and Rescue (Demarest): Ken had to leave but he did a great job at NCRC and by creating an 
annual scholarship to send cavers to NCRC. Ginger ads that we agreed to fund a full caver to attend 
NCRC every year  

TSA Store (Graves): Lee Jay is looking into creating new TSA swag (like mugs, stickers and such) to sell 

TSA Project Reports: 

Government Canyon (Miller): Been seeing an increased participation. Agrees to rolling out 
decontamination rules to the project. Have thousands of acre to ridge walk. Rob gives project $200 to 
spend on necessities.  

Colorado Bend State Park(Quast): Not an assigned agreement at this point, being worked on. We will 
find a new site for caver camp. Jules Rincon is taking over for Will and Kris while they are gone. Their 
return time is indeterminant at this point. New superintendent wants names of participants attending to 
be sent to her in advance and to know what caves/area and projects are being worked on before the 
project weekend. Rob is wanting to make an agreement with TPWD that has all park projects included 
that is able to make amendments to so that they do not all expire at different times and  

Old Business: Still need to update website. Rob suggests that next year we might have the Winter 
Business Meeting via phone conference or closer to town, maybe at the new Texas Speleological Center. 
He will get with Jules to give her $200 for the CBSP project.  

New Business: Jim will be in charge of TCR this year and needs help with advertisement, registration and 
vendor row 

No more comments by membership or new business. Motion to adjourn meeting by Rob Bisset. 
Meeting adjourned at 9:42am.  

 

 


